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Sunnnary

The slow change in output of a Moll-type thermopile when exposed
to radiation has been shown to depend' upon the relative rate of rise
in temperature of tho ti'ermojunetion housing and the hot junction, and
not as usually stated, upon the ambient temperature. By sur-round Ing the
housing with a water jacket, stable readings have been obtained. The
sensitivity of the thermopile has been derived b terms of the
dimensions. and thermal properties of the thermojunotion metals. Two
instrumcn~s built for

2work
~t intensities of radiation up to 12.5

watts em" (3 cal om" sec-) have stable readings almost independent
of the quality of the radiation. ~o later inst~ment~ are suitable
for measurements up to if, watts em- (10 cal cm- sec-) and 200 watts
em-2 (50 cal cm-2 soc- ) respectively, but the stability of their
calibrations is not yet known;.
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TltERJ1:0PlliES FOR }:JEASURING HIGH INTENSITY RADIATION

by

D. L. Simm~ and R. W. Pickard

1. Introduction
-=;";':;"~--.....--

The study of the ignition of materi. als by high intensity radiation
requires instrumen~s capable of mcasurtng radiation intensities ranging
fro~ 0.4 watts cm- (0.1 cnl cm-2 sec- ) to 200 watts cm-2 (50 cal
em" sec-1). The sources in use at the Fire Research Station covering
thiR .range of' intcn€li ties are a gas fired furnace panel working at
11cx:fk as me asured by a Thwing pyrometer, a tungsten filament lamp
working up to 3000C1( as measured by an optical pyrometer, and a high

" 'intensity carl)oQ. arc workang at an effective black. body tempera~ure of
about 58000rc ~ 1 ) • The ~nstruJ1lents therefore had to have a reading
'independent of the quality of the incident radiation. They had also
to be robust, simple to calibrate, and to have a quick response and an
output' signal which coul& be recorded automatically.

The Moll-type thennopile (2) has these char'actcristics and its
suitability as a radiometer for this work was therefore inve:3tigated.

2. ,1'heoretical analysis and discussion

The Moll microthermopile consists of a number of thin thermo
junctions in series, supported on, but electrically insulateo. from,
a brass block. When the thermopile was exposed to a constant intensity
of radiation the output after an initie.l rapid rise, continued to
increase slowly instead of reaching equilibrium. Further, if the
radiution was cut off, even for a short time, the output did not
immediately regain the value it had before the interruption.

Each junction of the thermopile can be cons idered to be a thin
metallic strip receiving heat from the source of radiati on and from
the junction housing, and losing heat by radiation and convection from
its surface and by conduction through its ends. Since it is thin, the
strip may be considered to be uniform in temperature in cross·-section
and to vary in temperature along its length. In the f'o.lLowi.ng nnalysis
a me an temperature has been -assumcd for the length of the strip in ,
order to calculate the heat, losses f rom it by radiation and convection:
it is -f'urthe r assumed th['.t the end of the strip which is the cold
junction, is at the same temperature as the housing.

Let I be the .intensi ty of the incident radiation
T n II temperature of the hot junction

, ,

~~
n It .temperature of fhe cold junction
11 II mean effective temperature of the strip

. and. let T1 II II' ambient temperature

At equilibrium.

....~.. (1 )

where A is the surface area of one face of the strip
a is ,the C!oSS7sectional area of the strip

K1 K2 ar-e the thennal conductivities of the junction mebaLs
L is the length of' the strip >

6,is the emissivity of the surface
(:"i is the Stefan-Boltzman constant
B is the surface area of the mounting visible to the strip

and ,&. is its configuration factor
R is the convection trQnsfer coefficient
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14' 4- 1 1 ~25The expre ssLon Ae d (T - T1 ) and AH(T -, T1) represent
the radiation and. convection losses from one face of the strip, and
the expression 2a (K1 + K2) (T - To) represents the conduction loss.

LThe hot junction is assurred to be located at the centre point between
the two mounting posts end hence conduction tekea place along each of
the two metnls over a length 1/2.. The expression' ,

represent the heat gained by tllC strip due to radiation and. convection
from the mounting block ..

The output' from ~he ~hermopi1e i~ praportipnlll to (T: To) and
a:rJ(! change 'm- output 15 g rven by the, value of II .. ThlS may be

, ',' ()~

obtained from e quataor; (1") .. , As a first approximation put T =T1 ,
assuming that the temperatUre 'o~ the, strip is uniform and equal, to that
of the hot junction with 'a 4iscontinuity, at the cold jun~tion posta ..

, , '

, ,

. ....~ .

~" is pr'obabIy very snaJ.I and the value of', ,,~ is
therefore dcterrrdned by the value of the'second expresaion'in'equatian (2).

relative
system.

'CT
..,- may be gr0{:.ter or less 'than unity depending ',on the

blo ' '
areas of the strip, '~~d fllOunting biock, and the ge~e'try o'f th~,. . . .. .

~~o greater than uni~Y'would account for the }ncr,cD.se in'

output measured when the thermopile already ,mentioned was .exposed "1;0 a
constant intensity of radiation. The failure ·to'regain ~ts previous
value after interrupti0n would then be due to ,the r~ll in temperature
of the mounting block during the period of interrupt'ion.

,"",aT ....
If ~~ were less than unity, the output from the thermopile

would decrease as t~e)mounting block temperature, increased. This was
.observed by Fastie U.. On this argument, the variation in output is
not prim~ilY)a function of the ambi~nt ~emPerR.ture ,as is nonna1J;Y"
tho~t ~2, .3 • 'J: . ' "

,. ',

A single junction thermopile was constructed with a water jacket
surrounding the mounting block. The 'output from this instrument· , , "
remained constant when there was. a high rate of water flow.. With a
low rate of wate~ f~CWi the output increased as the water temperatur~

and therefore the mount ing block temperature increased. The r-esu Its .
are given in Fig. 1.

A Moll ~hermopile thus modified may therefore be used ,as a
radiometer~
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3. ~~~gn of the instrument

T'he theory of the instrument may be used to give some guide to
the design of the thermojunctions.

w" .-,

~

.
':

Neglecting radintian and convection losses from
(Ap})endix I) t}]e equilibrium conditions are given by

IA =20. (K1 LK2) (T - To)

or (T - To) ::; ----

the strip

•••••• (3)

where I is the intens i ty of radiation
d is the thickness of the strip

Assuming a linear rela.tion between (T - To) and the output '1)-- of' a
junction then

or for a thermopile of 'ft, junctions the output is rVt)- or' "ftC (T - To).
Assuming that the measuring aev*e has an internal resistance very much
greater than the instruments, the sensitivity of the instruments is
given by

s ::;
.I

.,

r

Hence a large output from the instrurrent may be obtained by having a
large nwnber of long and thin jUnctions.

4. Q2..nstruction of the instruments

The method of constructing the junctions was copied from M.oll' s
original paper, but the metals used were copper and constantan.

The junctions were mounted in the following way. An 8'nnular br-aas
ring B VIas constructed in two halves (Pig. 2). Holes were drilled
through the two halves so t~l!:~t insulated copper posts could be fitted
into the ring. A small c ov i, ty was drilled out of each half of the ring
and filled with warm li1ax. After the ring had been fitted together the
copper posts consisting of 22 S.W.G. insulated wire were dr-awn through
the holes. When the wax h ardcned the posts were held rigidly in
position with their ends projecting from the faces of the ri~. Tpe
instruments in Ylhich more than one junction:was used. had the J\U1O'hons
soldered in series so that -c;he hot junctions lay 'along a straight line
(Fig. 2). The junction mounting was fitfed into a water jacket turned out
of brass with a wall thickness of about /32 in. The ends of the
thermopile were connected to two terminals mounted an a panel fitted
into one end of the jacket.

Four instrumentswcrn constructed, the first two had thirteen and
ten ,iunctions and are' referredt 0 as Radiome tel'S A and B re spectively•
R t: di 0 mc t e r B iss 11 0 ";.: n in P1ate 1. The 18 ads ~ n d
tubing to the instruments were protected from the radiation 'by an
asbestos wood shield fitted to the back of the water jacket (Flete II).
The front face Via's covered \"Iith a thin metal plate C 'Ivith a bevelled
edge slit at the centre (J1'ig. '2). This served the dual purpose of'
preventing damage to the junctions and protecting them fran draughts.
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In the two lr.ter models, Radiometers C and D (Plates III and IV),
which were designed for use at higher intensities, only one junction
was used. The whole of the junction strip was exposed to radiation.

Table I gives the dimensions and number of junctions used in each
of the instruments.

TABLE I r. ".

IRadiometer i Number- of: Length
, , I junctions i junction

,

of i Width of
(in) I junction (in)

Thickness of
junction (in)

A 13 I 0.75 0.02 0.002
B 10 0.75 0.01 0.002
C 1 0.19 0.05 0.003
D 1 0.09 0.05 0.006

5. Calibration of the instruments--,----
RD.diOlJlete~ A was calibrated agctinst a copper bl9ck abs91\lt'i'

calorimeter ,'<-;. 'I'he oU'9;ut of the! instrumen"t "as-lJ.near ,nt'l "the
intensity of incident raihation over the range cove:t'l'id (F:j.g. 3).
Rep"c,tod cdibre,tic:ns ShO.iod,that. tho ,sensitJ.vity· or fiW 1nstI-<.urent
remninod const~t over a period of several months. '

This instrument was also calibrated in the range 0-2 watts cm-2
(0-0' 5 cal cm-2 ~ec-1) by the National Physical Laboratory (Appendix II).
Comparison of these results with those given in Table II show that the
calibrations agree to within one per cent.

The variation of sensitivity with quality of radiation was also
examined by the National Pl~sieal Laboratory (Appendix II) and the
results show that the sensitivity remains almost independent of the
quality of radiation for sources between 2850'1<: and 1250CJ< and it is
appr-oxdrnabeIy 96 per cent of this vD,lue for a source at 470'1<:. The
variation in sensitivity is due to the change in absorptivity with
wavelength of the paint with which the junctions were srrayed.

Radibmeter B was calibrated against Radiometer A and the results
are given in Fig. 3 and it, too, has given stable readings over a
period of months.

RadiometersC and D h:we.11 much lower sensitivity and were therefore
cdibrated using a tungstGll l'ilmnent lamp with an ellipsoidal mirror as
a source of high intensity rn.diation. Tl~se calibrations are given in
Figs. 4 and 5.

The theoretical and measured sensitivities of, all four instruments'
?J:e 1',iVCll in Table II below.

",TAmEII

i ' i
I I

Theoretical
R:(1i(~n(;tcr sensittVity

I Imv watt- cm+2

I I

, Measured
sensitivity ,

mv watt-1 cm+2

~.P.L.

, measured
sensativity ,

'mv watt..1 cm+2

•

I

A
B
C
D

46.3
35.6
0.148
0.019

10.0
7.5
0.157
0.019

I

,9.9
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The theoretical and actual sensitivities of Radiometers C and D
are in good. agreerrerrt, The junction stnps were partl~r shielded in
Radiometers .~ and B 'whereas the theory as surne s that the whole strip
was irradiated.

The time constants of the instruments were determined by
photographing the output trace on an oscilliscope and found to be less
than 0.5 seconds for all the instruments. An approximate derivation of
the time constant is given in .P.p~.)(m,dix III •

6. Conclusions

Tbe slow vardation ..... (YJ.:,)}L."-:; of a Moll thennopile on exposure to
high intensity radiation Ins been shown to be due to the inore~lse in
temperature of the ju.J.ction mourrt ing and the geometry of the housing'
of the thennopile block. Stable readings have been obta.ined by
surrounding the mOWlting block with a water jacket and thus controlling
its temperature. An approximate ana'lys Ls has predicted the sensitivity
of a lifoll thennopile. Vfbcre the whole of the junction is exposed to
radiation there is excellent agreement between the predicted and
experimental sensitivities.

Radiometers A and B have been in use for a year and have been
found to have stable characteristics and outputs almost independent of
the quality of radiation except in the far infra red.

The st ability of Radiometers C and D is not known since they have
only recently been built.

This type of instrument can therefore be used as a substandard
radiometer for sources whose temperatures are above 1100oK. .
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APPENDIX I

Heat losses from a thermojunction

The heat loss by conduction was calcula.ted assuming temperdure
differences between the hot and cold junctions of 2S0OC and 100°C.
The total radiation and convection losses were determined for Rudiometer B
assuming mean effective temper-ature s of the strip of 12SoC and SOoC.
The results are given in the table beLos ,

.-

-"

Total heat
loss:
watts

0.16 (.038)

0.060 (.014)

I Rac:.:i.atio:l and
convection loss:

Conducti011

j----_.--- -------_._._---------..,.-------....,

! TemperatU':"e
i difference
j °C watts i V:fJt'!j~

~--r--0-.1-4-(~0-.38-)~~-2-1-(-.o-o-S-)- J...--- -l

- 100 0.054 (.013) I 0.0063 (.0015)
I

The figures in :parentheses are the ve.lues of heat loss in ca.l/sec.

The results show that the r-adLat i.on and convection losses
represent 13 per cent of the total l~at loss with a junction temperature
difference of 250°C and 10 per cent with a junction temperature .
difference of 100°C. '

APPENDIX II

National Physical Laboratory calibration of Radiometer A
:

The sensitivity of the instrument was determined using a source
with a colour temperature of 2850OK., The sensitivity SOJ with an
incident radiant intensity of about 0.05 watts cm-2 (.012 cal cm-2'sec-1 )
was found to be

For higr~r intensities up to about 2 wat~s cm- 2 (0.5
the sensitivity S was found to be

Rec+1 )

- .. ':' -1 )
~a..L em - sec

S ~ S (1 + .006r)o '

where I is the'incident rnG.iation interu:Ji tJ" in VID.tts cm-2• The
thermopile was examined for selectivity by treasuring its sonsitivity
to sources at 1270~ and 47CoK relative to its sensitivity with a
source at 2850~. The results arc given in the table be'los ,

I ,
I Source Relative

temperature sensitivity

2850C1c 1.000

1270°l\. 0.992 I

r•

0.962
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Derivation of time constant of the ins trument

,~,

By neglecting radiation and convection losses (Appendix I), and
by assuming that the tiemper-atur-e of the thermojunction is the average
of the hot and cold junctiQ."l temperatures, then the transien.t heating
eq\~f.'.tion may be written, wri t:ing for the temperature difference between
the hot and the cold junction;; at a:!..!y instant} G

•••••• (1)

where m1, ~ ar-e the masses of the two metals compr-i.sdng the junction
and 81, S2 are their specific he at s

The solution to cg~tion (1) is

=-----

where d is the thickness of the strip and PI' p:;, are the densities of
the two metals. The time constant ~r of an instrument is trerefore

The calculated and actual sensitivities are given in Table I.

TABLE I

T · .j.. t 1
~me cons ·~an -

sec

0.80
0.05
O.Oi}

Calculated

A
B
C

RadiometQr A' t - Jc UfU I

t-----+----..L.---i
0.45 I
0.15 i
0.25

No great accuracy can be claitred for the theory, because of the
nwnber of appr-oximatl ons made, but it does give a rough guide to the
time-constant to be expected.

Fe.
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PLATE. I. FRONT VIEW' OF RADIOMETER B

PLATE.2. REAR VIEW OF RADIOMETER e.

I



PLATE. 3. FRONT VIEW OF RADIOMETER 0
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PLATE.4. REAR VIEW OF RADIOMETER D

OS {7.luj·tj{Q{ 60S!S-JCl.
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